
Supplementary: P-Age: Pexels Dataset for Robust Spatio-Temporal Apparent
Age Classification

1. Qualitative Results
In addition to the tabular results in Table 4 of the main

artcile, we perform a qualitative analysis as shown in Figure
1 between the best SOTA Levi [1] age classifier and our
AgeFormer on the P-Age-Face dataset. The results indicate
that our AgeFormer can accurately predict age in situations
such as low-resolution, obscured faces, etc.

2. Qualitative Analysis
In this section, we perform two experiments to test the

model on i) video quality and ii) variation in sampling-rate.
First, we perform experiments to resize the input frames to
a low-resolution and bring it back to the input size of the
inference 224 × 224 to simulate the loss of spatial quality
and mimic the low-resolution input. We compare our Age-
Former with other SOTA methods, as shown in Figure 2a.
The results in this figure show the robustness of our method
against a wide range of low-resolution input that beat exist-
ing methods.

Second, we also experiment our method across various
sampling strides to ensure that our model does not rely too
much on superficial features, like a sudden change between
consecutive frames as an indicator for specific classes, such
as kids. Ageformer is mostly stable against these changes,
as visualized in Figure 2b.
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Figure 1. Qualitative comparison of SOTA with proposed method on the P-Age-Face dataset. The top-row are prediction from the best
SOTA, while bottom-row are from AgeFormer. The yellow color represent ground-truth, while green (correct), and red (incorrect) define
predictions from the model.
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Figure 2. (a) represents the effect of a wide range of input resolution, and (b) shows the different sampling-rates of our proposed method
on P-Age dataset compared to other methods.
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